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Introduction

The development of next-generation power electronics (PE) systems is critical to enhance the capabilities of today’s aging electric grid to adequately control, absorb, and reroute power. These advanced PE systems include solid-state transformers, inverters, fault current limiters, high-voltage direct current, and power flow controllers. Existing PE systems play a key role in our electricity delivery system, enabling electric power conversion (e.g., AC to DC, DC to AC, or DC to DC) and improved power transmission and distribution (T&D). These systems can help reduce transmission and distribution losses, optimize power delivery, protect critical assets, and enhance grid resilience. For example, over the last decade, congestion charges ranged from $1 to $2B annually at PJM, one of the largest regional transmission organizations. Additionally, weather-related outages are estimated to cost the U.S. $25 to $70B annually (outages from Superstorm Sandy was estimated to cost $52B). Grid enhancements through the use of next-generation PE systems can lead to significant savings among other benefits. Despite these advantages, large-scale deployment of advanced PE systems remains limited because of high costs, inadequate performance levels, and insufficient technological maturity.

Providing the core functionality of these systems are PE devices such as transistors, diodes, and thyristors that can comprise up to 50% of the installed costs. The essential material needed to fabricate these PE devices are semiconductors that have traditionally been silicon, the bedrock material of the computer integrated circuit industry. However, advanced PE devices are now being fabricated using wide bandgap (WBG) semiconductor materials such as silicon carbide (SiC) and gallium nitride (GaN). These WBG semiconductors possess superior material properties that enable device operation at higher temperatures and voltages with faster switching speeds—resulting in smaller, more reliable, and more efficient PE systems with higher levels of control, flexibility, and performance.

While each of these three materials—silicon, SiC, and GaN—have the potential to help modernize the aging electric grid, the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Office of Electricity Delivery and Energy Reliability (OE) GaN Initiative for Grid Applications (GIGA) project focused on the development of PE devices based on gallium nitride on silicon (GaN-on-Si) technology. GaN-on-Si technology effectively combines the enhanced material properties of GaN with the well-established, low-cost, and high-

Approximately 6% of U.S. electricity generated annually is lost in transmission and distribution (T&D) due to inefficiencies. This is the equivalent of powering the state of California for one year.}

GaN-on-Si PE devices are a disruptive technology that offers unique opportunities to cost-effectively integrate enhanced control capabilities into the grid.

2 Market Monitoring Analytics, LLC. “2012 Quarterly State of the Market Report for PJM: January through March”.
volume manufacturability of silicon.\(^5\) By fabricating PE devices using GaN-on-Si technology to support the development of next-generation PE systems, WBG material performance at silicon prices is possible for a broad range of grid applications. The potential affordability and fundamental cost advantages of utilizing GaN-on-Si PE devices is a critical benefit over other WBG technologies. In addition, because GaN-on-Si PE devices are built on silicon wafers, this material option gives greater flexibility for integration with silicon based technologies, including control electronics for enhanced functionality.

GIGA Project Impacts

The GIGA project was initiated in late 2009 at a time when GaN-on-Si development efforts in the United States were still in their infancy for PE applications. Many in the industry considered it technically challenging and impractical for GaN-on-Si PE devices to operate at voltages over 600 V. The GIGA project worked to overcome this challenge. Overall, the project produced a number of important advances and valuable insights in the development of GaN-on-Si PE devices and provided critical proofs-of-concept to demonstrate what is possible with GaN-on-Si technology. Today, the power electronics industry, including many non-U.S. companies,\(^6\) is investigating GaN-on-Si PE devices at voltages greater than 1200 V alongside production of various other GaN-on-Si devices at lower voltages. The GIGA project helped to catalyze and develop an industrial base for high powered GaN-on-Si PE devices that can be utilized across multiple sectors of the U.S. economy.

GIGA results have helped pique industry interest, spurring competition and investment. The GIGA project supported the maturation of the U.S. GaN-on-Si industry through its effective use of public-private collaborations to achieve significant technical milestones and proofs-of-concept. Achievements were supported and disseminated to the public through more than 75 GIGA-related publications in various technical journals and magazines. These milestones include:

- **Materials Advancement**: Catalyzed a low-cost domestic supply of high-quality 200 mm GaN-on-Si wafers, critical to realizing the affordability of GaN-on-Si PE devices.
- **Device Development**: Demonstrated GaN-on-Si is a viable technology for high power applications (> 1.2 kV) and developed world record GaN-on-Si diodes and transistors (> 3 kV and > 15 A).
- **Enhanced Manufacturability**: Demonstrated prototype manufacturing process runs that are compatible with high-volume, low-cost, integrated circuit production facilities.

More Work is Needed

While the GIGA project successfully demonstrated that GaN-on-Si technology is viable as a basis for manufacturing cost-effective high power PE devices, Figure ES-1 highlights some of the additional work

---

\(^5\) Over 180 million eight inch silicon wafers were consumed in 2013 according to SEMI, the global semiconductor industry association. By comparison, less than 900,000 eight inch equivalent SiC wafers were consumed for power in 2013 according to Yole Research.

[www.compoundsemiconductor.net](http://www.compoundsemiconductor.net). 
still needed before GaN-on-Si PE devices can be readily integrated into the PE systems critical to our nation’s grid. Next steps include improving device performance, developing optimized packaging and protection circuitry, conducting reliability testing, as well as establishing high-volume production processes for GaN-on-Si wafers in existing integrated circuit foundries.

Figure ES-1: GIGA project milestones and next steps

Beyond the additional steps needed to achieve the end goal of the GIGA project, which is a packaged GaN-on-Si power module ready to integrate into PE systems, significantly more work will be needed to address the broad and diverse challenges of developing and deploying next-generation PE systems, including:

- Modeling, simulation, and testing to improve the understanding of device designs and system performance
- Applied materials research and innovation to improve fundamental properties and capabilities needed for grid applications
- Systems engineering, design, and development to improve reliability, manufacturability, and costs
- Market and power system impact analysis to assess deployment opportunities and evaluate societal benefits

OE is pursuing a portfolio of activities to address the challenges of next-generation power electronics systems and is continually looking to engage in public-private partnerships to build on project successes, deliver grid-ready products, and demonstrate advanced applications.
I. Power Electronics Systems for the Grid

Greater deployment of power electronics systems is critical to realizing the future electric grid.

For more than a century, the nation’s electric grid has powered our economy, sustained our industrial and individual needs, and raised our quality of life. However, the electric grid is being challenged to address the requirements of our digitalizing economy, more decentralized generation and controls, and accelerated progress towards an environmentally responsible future. These profound changes affecting the electric power sector offer an unprecedented opportunity to transform the grid. Increasing needs for flexibility, reliability, and resilience in the transmission and distribution (T&D) system require technologies and techniques not conceived of when much of the current infrastructure was deployed. During this period of transition, the deployment of new technologies will play a critical role in shaping the future grid.

Next-generation power electronics (PE) systems are one of the key solutions to modernize the electric grid among other technological improvements needed. These advanced technologies—including solid-state transformers, fault current limiters, high-voltage direct current, and power flow controllers—can reduce T&D losses, optimize power delivery, protect critical assets, and enhance resilience. Figure 1 highlights the potential benefits of advanced PE systems deployed in the electric grid.

![Figure 1: Applications and benefits of power electronics systems in the electric grid](image)

PE systems already play a critical role in today’s electricity grid. Among other functions, they perform power conversion, improve power T&D, and integrate and stabilize adjacent power grids. As various institutions and research entities work on improving the electric grid, it is becoming increasingly clear that next-generation PE systems will be critical to realize the envisioned capabilities and efficiencies of the

---

future grid. Greater deployment of next-generation PE systems can more effectively handle the projected changes in the electric grid, diminish losses during power conversions, and reduce the need for auxiliary components.

Wide bandgap (WBG) PE devices can enhance PE systems. Despite the advantages offered by PE systems, large-scale deployment of these systems remains limited because of high costs, inadequate performance levels, and insufficient technological maturity. In today's systems, silicon PE devices (such as transistors, diodes, and thyristors) are the most widely used technology. However, silicon-based PE systems will be increasingly challenged to cost-effectively meet the new capabilities and growing performance demands of future grid applications. Next-generation PE systems based on advanced materials, such as wide bandgap (WBG) semiconductors (e.g., silicon carbide (SiC), gallium nitride (GaN)), allow for new designs and capabilities that can dramatically shift the cost-performance curves. While silicon PE devices are rapidly approaching their maximum performance limits for high power applications, advances in WBG PE devices show the potential for operation at higher voltages, higher temperatures, and higher frequencies by virtue of their material properties (see Table 1 below). The limitations of silicon PE devices directly impact the performance and cost of grid PE systems that utilize them including:

- **Voltage Limits**: Grid applications typically require systems that can operate at tens to hundreds of thousand volts. This requirement means that multiple silicon-based devices are typically connected together in series or “stacked” to achieve the desired voltage rating. Stacked structures are more expensive (proportional to the number stacked) and often require complicated triggering and control circuitry to maintain voltage-sharing between devices in the stack.\(^8\)

- **Temperature Limits**: Grid applications typically involve the control of hundreds to thousands of amps of electrical current, leading to high temperatures due to resistive heating. Silicon-based devices must be operated below 150°C to preserve functionality and integrated cooling systems are often used to meet this requirement. These systems of pumps, radiators, and fans adds to total system costs, increases volume and weight, and increases maintenance costs.

- **Frequency Limits**: The size of supporting PE circuit elements, such as capacitors and inductors, and PE system components, such as transformers, are directly related to the device operating frequency. Silicon-based devices typically do not operate at frequencies greater than 5 kHz in grid applications, resulting in large PE modules and system components with greater associated costs for materials.

---

Table 1: Physical characteristics of silicon (Si), silicon carbide (SiC-4H), and gallium nitride (GaN) and impact on power electronics device operating limits. Property values shown in bold denote higher performance material properties.9, 10

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Materials Property</th>
<th>Power Electronic Device Impact</th>
<th>Si</th>
<th>SiC</th>
<th>GaN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Band Gap (eV)</td>
<td>Max. Operating Voltage</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric Breakdown Field (kV/cm)</td>
<td>Max. Operating Voltage</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>3500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal Conductivity (Watts/cm-K)</td>
<td>Max. Operating Temperature</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intrinsic Carrier Concentration (cm³ @ 300°C)</td>
<td>Max. Operating Temperature</td>
<td>&gt; 10¹⁵</td>
<td>1 x 10⁴</td>
<td>2 x 10²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electron Mobility (cm²/V-sec)</td>
<td>Max. Operating Frequency</td>
<td>1450</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electron Saturation Velocity (10⁶ cm/sec)</td>
<td>Max. Operating Frequency</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The capabilities of high powered WBG PE devices can be leveraged to enhance grid PE systems, addressing many of the limitations imposed by the use of silicon-based devices. For a comparable device geometry, a WBG PE device can operate at voltages that are at least 10 times larger, at temperatures over 200°C, and at frequencies greater than 100 kHz.11, 12 These advantages can lead to PE system designs that are more compact with fewer components, leading to cost saving opportunities and increased reliability. Next-generation PE system designs based on WBG materials will need to balance the reduction or elimination of auxiliary components with the increased cost of WBG PE devices. Reducing the cost of WBG PE devices will enable the broader use of these advanced technologies.

GaN-on-Si technology has the potential to realize low-cost WBG PE devices.

GaN-on-Si technology is a material system that consists of thin-film gallium nitride (GaN) grown on silicon (Si) substrates (see Figure 2). GaN-on-Si technology capitalizes on the advantages of both materials, benefiting from the superior material properties of the GaN active layer, while utilizing commercially available, low-cost silicon substrates - the bedrock material of the computer integrated circuit industry. Additionally, GaN-on-Si technology can leverage the well-established

---

9 Digikey, Gallium Nitride (GaN) versus Silicon Carbide (SiC) in the High Frequency (RF) and Power Switching Applications. Available at: https://www.digikey.com/Web%20Export/Supplier%20Content/Microsemi_278/PDF/Microsemi_GalliumNitride_VS_SiliconCarbide.pdf?redirected=1.
10 Philip Zuk, High-Voltage Silicon MOSFETs, GaN, and Si: All have a place, June 12 2012. Available at: http://www.edn.com/design/components-and-packaging/4375812/3/High-Voltage-Silicon-MOSFETs-still-hold-lead-over-SiC-and-GaN.
integrated circuit processing facilities for low-cost PE device production. In short, GaN-on-Si technology enables WBG material performance at silicon prices for a broad range of power applications.

The potential affordability and fundamental cost structure advantage of GaN-on-Si lateral PE devices (where current flows across the surface of the wafer) is a critical advantage over other WBG technologies. While GaN can be grown on various substrates (e.g., Si, SiC, GaN, sapphire) with modest incremental costs, the cost of these material systems are dominated by the substrate. The production of Si substrates is much less expensive and consumes less energy than SiC substrates, as the latter is grown at much higher temperatures and much slower rates (~1-2 mm/hr for SiC vs. 100 mm/hr for Si). Currently, there are no suppliers of large diameter GaN substrates and sapphire substrates remains very expensive. Vertical PE devices (where current flows through the wafer) have the capability for inherently higher power densities than lateral devices, but face affordability issues due to the high cost of WBG substrates.

II. GIGA Project Overview

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Office of Electricity Delivery and Energy Reliability (OE) GaN Initiative for Grid Applications (GIGA) project focused on the development of high power PE devices based on GaN-on-Si technology. A basic driver for GIGA is that WBG PE devices should be closer in cost structure to conventional silicon-based alternatives in order to enable broad deployment. GIGA led the way in the development of lateral PE devices on a material system with significant cost advantages for grid PE systems application. While SiC is currently at a more advanced stage compared to GaN-on-Si for the development of high power PE devices, this came about after more than a decade of Department of Defense investments. Several DOE programs initiated after GIGA continue to address cost challenges associated with WBG PE devices (e.g., Power America, SWITCHES).

GaN-on-Si lateral devices take advantage of the very high electron mobility at the AlGaN/GaN interface (~2000 cm²/V-sec) leading to lower conduction losses and higher efficiencies. Additionally, lateral devices make the fabrication process much easier and more cost-effective than vertical devices. While there has been significant commercial interest in developing GaN-on-Si PE devices for low voltage (< 1 kV) applications, limited attention was given to higher voltages. Many in the industry considered it technically challenging and impractical for GaN-on-Si PE devices to operate at voltages over 600 V when GIGA started. The GIGA project focused on developing materials and devices capable of operating at voltages > 1 kV. Since GaN-on-Si PE devices are built on silicon substrates, integration with silicon-based technologies such

\[\text{More than 75 GIGA related publications provided industry and other stakeholders with the results of GaN-on-Si studies}\]
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as control electronics is readily possible. New hybrid circuits optimized for high voltage applications can lead to enhanced capabilities at reduced costs.\textsuperscript{18}

Silicon-based PE devices with low to midrange power ratings are widely utilized at high production volumes in the consumer and transportation sectors. However, high power versions for the utility sector lack the production volumes needed to help drive down costs.\textsuperscript{19} As commercial WBG PE devices gain market share in industry segments such as electric vehicles, solar PV inverters,\textsuperscript{20} lighting, and consumer electronics, cost challenges from production volumes will persist for high power versions. As illustrated in Figure 3, the technology developed through GIGA would alter this paradigm. High power GaN-on-Si PE devices that leverage the manufacturing processes and cost advantages of low power products (i.e., high volumes) can be used in the utility sector with new designs for grid PE systems.

*Figure 3: Power electronics devices span across many applications with different power ratings and production volumes. Utility applications can benefit from high power devices that leverage high volume manufacturing.*

The GIGA team began work in October 2009 to advance GaN-on-Si materials and device technology for cost-effective, WBG PE devices suitable for grid PE systems application. The initial team, formed via competitive R&D research subcontracts in August 2009, was led by MIT Lincoln Laboratory (MIT/LL) and included the MIT campus Advanced Semiconductor Materials and Devices research group (MIT) and MACOM Technology Solutions (MTS). Oak Ridge National Laboratory and Sandia National Laboratories were also part of the team, providing key advanced packaging reliability testing and device reliability testing, respectively. By December 2012, the fourth core member, IQE (Kopin Corp. at the time\textsuperscript{21}), joined


\textsuperscript{21} IQE acquired Kopin Wireless in January 2013.
the team to provide a domestic supply of commercial-grade GaN epitaxial materials. The project period of performance ended in September 2014.

Overall, the project produced a number of important advances and valuable insights in the development of GaN-on-Si PE devices and provided critical proofs-of-concept to demonstrate what is possible with GaN-on-Si technology. Today, the power electronics industry, including many non-U.S. companies, is investigating GaN-on-Si PE devices at voltages greater than 1200 V alongside production of various other GaN-on-Si devices at lower voltages. The GIGA project helped to catalyze and develop an industrial base for high powered GaN-on-Si PE devices that can be utilized across multiple sectors of the U.S. economy.

A key factor in enabling the advancements made throughout the GIGA project was the integrated team approach that brought together device experts, materials experts, and companies with the ability to commercialize and manufacture devices. This well-structured team included distinct, complementary roles for each performer, as illustrated in Figure 4.

![Figure 4: The GIGA Team: MIT Lincoln Laboratory, MIT, MACOM, and IQE, ORNL and SNL.](image)

### III. Project Accomplishments and Technical Advances

An important contribution of the GIGA project was analyzing the performance trade-offs between lateral and vertical GaN-based power transistors. The conventional wisdom from traditional silicon device development is that thermal dissipation issues would render lateral devices inappropriate at high power. GIGA results and simulations suggest that under certain scaling conditions (up to 5 kV), lateral GaN-on-Si power transistors have similar thermal performance as vertical GaN power transistors. Since vertical devices are much more expensive to fabricate, GaN-on-Si devices would be the preferable option. While vertical devices have the capability for inherently higher power densities than lateral devices, this PE device attribute is not as critical for grid PE systems application which is much more sensitive to costs.

---


The GIGA project advanced the performance landscape of GaN-on-Si PE devices, addressing concerns within the research community of the viability of lateral devices at high power levels. While GIGA focused on power applications, project results have helped advance other applications and sectors. For example, the advances in material and device processing also support radio frequency (RF) applications. Full details of these accomplishments and technical advances are available in the GIGA Final Technical Report and include:

- **Materials Advancement**: Catalyzed a low-cost domestic supply of high-quality 200 mm GaN-on-Si wafers, critical to realizing the affordability of GaN-on-Si PE devices.
- **Device Development**: Demonstrated GaN-on-Si is a viable technology for high power applications (>1.2 kV) and developed world record GaN-on-Si diodes and transistors (>3 kV and >15 A).
- **Enhanced Manufacturability**: Demonstrated prototype manufacturing process runs that are compatible with high-volume, low-cost, integrated circuit production facilities.

### Materials Advancement for High Quality Wafers

At the project onset, the domestic production of GaN-on-Si wafers were not of sufficient quality to support development of high power GaN-on-Si PE devices. The GIGA team had to rely on a high-priced Japanese supplier, limiting the affordability of GaN-on-Si PE devices. To address this foundational challenge, the GIGA team developed techniques to produce low cost wafer materials. R&D efforts advanced progress from exploratory material growth techniques in a laboratory setting to the point where high quality GaN-on-Si wafers could be produced at 8-inch (200 mm) silicon wafer manufacturing facilities. Due in part to GIGA achievements, there are now at least three companies that have been able to develop commercial GaN-on-Si epitaxial capabilities. The result is a robust domestic supply of affordable, high-quality commercial GaN-on-Si wafers that did not exist before.

The GIGA project also made multiple material growth and characterization advances. One major technical challenge was the post-growth wafer bow due to stress between the materials needed to form the GaN High Electron Mobility Transistor (HEMT) structure and the silicon substrate. Managing the buildup of stress in the epitaxial growth process becomes more challenging as the GaN HEMT structure becomes thicker which is required for high voltage devices. The GIGA team developed in-situ monitoring techniques and improved growth processes to address this challenge. By the end of the project, the GIGA team demonstrated the growth of 5 µm thick GaN HEMT structures that were crack-free with good uniformity (see Figure 5). These GaN-on-Si wafers showed < 50 µm wafer bow, which is virtually flat and necessary for PE device fabrication.
Device Development of Advanced Electronics

At the project onset, commercial GaN-on-Si R&D efforts were focused on developing PE devices at voltages below 600 V with limited work at 1200 V. Many in the industry considered it technically challenging and impractical for GaN-on-Si PE devices to operate at voltages greater than 600 V. Through coordinated electronic device design and fabrication R&D, the GIGA team was able to produce GaN-on-Si PE devices operating at world record performance. The voltages levels achieved are more than 15 times greater than what was commercially available for GaN-on-Si PE devices at the start of GIGA. The GIGA team has been a leader in developing high power GaN-on-Si PE devices, demonstrating diodes and transistors operating at voltages > 3000 V and currents > 15 A.

To increase the operating voltage of GaN-on-Si PE devices, the GIGA team experimented with several device fabrication techniques. Silicon substrate removal and device transfer processes were developed to minimize parasitic leakage currents. By utilizing these technique, diode breakdown voltages > 3000 V were observed (see Figure 6), which was limited by the test equipment. Additionally, experiments with local substrate removal (i.e., removing the silicon only under the gate) also showed excellent results, offering an approach that is more amenable to cost-effective manufacturing. Experiences with high-volume LED manufacturing processes give an indication that substrate removal could be scalable and cost-effective with GaN-on-Si PE devices. With further development of these device fabrication techniques, the GIGA team was able to demonstrate ~3000V HEMT devices (i.e., transistors), as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 5: Thickness maps of 2.5 μm (a), 3.5 μm (b) and 5 μm (c) thick GaN HEMT structure on (111) Si showing good uniformity

Achievements: Device Development

- Established GaN-on-Si technology as a viable option for high power PE devices
- Demonstrated GaN-on-Si diodes and transistors with >3 kV and >15 A
- Developed advanced fabrication processes and device architectures including silicon removal techniques and field plate technology
- Investigated and fully characterized breakdown mechanisms in GaN-on-Si device structures
- Improved understanding of power device design and optimization, especially electric field control
While the substrate removal technique was shown to be effective at increasing breakdown voltages, the GIGA team also developed more standard device design and processing techniques to address concerns with ease of manufacturing and scale-up. Through the use of anode connected field plates to control electric fields, excellent wafer-level results (i.e., consistent breakdown voltages > 2000V) were obtained for diodes processed in a standard fabrication facility. Figure 8 shows the maximum forward current of these enhanced diodes demonstrating a current carrying capability of ~10 A. The fact that these measurements were taken for devices without a package (i.e., soldered heat sink) is a good indicator of the survivability and ruggedness of GaN-on-Si PE devices.
The GIGA team also explored the use of multi-level field plates (see Figure 9) to properly control high electrical fields present in GaN HEMT devices, as well as leveraging multi-finger device designs to increase current carrying capabilities. Effective electric field engineering was recognized as critical for achieving even higher voltage operation. By utilizing advanced field plate structures, the GIGA team demonstrated GaN-on-Si transistor breakdown voltages of ~2000 V. Another important benefit of the advanced field plate structures is suppression of the gate-to-drain leakage currents (up to 10,000X observed). These enhanced GaN HEMT devices demonstrated a maximum normalized current of ~0.7 A/mm when soldered in a RF package (as there was no suitable power package), a > 40% improvement over unpackaged devices. If these GaN-on-Si transistors were produced with a 30 mm gate periphery and proper packaging, > 20 A of current handling capability could be readily achieved.
Enhanced Manufacturability for End-Use Product

In addition to improving foundational wafer materials and demonstrating critical proofs-of-concept, the project made significant advances to enhance manufacturability so that GaN-on-Si PE devices can be integrated into products that would be broadly adopted by industry. The GIGA team developed technologies and processes to form gold-free, low resistance Ohmic contacts with low annealing temperatures in GaN-on-Si PE device. This key breakthrough allowed GaN-on-Si devices to be manufactured on standard high-throughput silicon integrated circuit fabrication lines without risking contamination. Additionally, the GIGA team demonstrated the fabrication and operation of enhancement mode (i.e., normally off) transistors using an innovative dual-gate technology. Availability of GaN-on-Si enhancement mode transistors ensures safe switching operations and is required for broad acceptance and use of GaN-on Si PE devices in products sold by the power electronics industry.

The GIGA team also conducted dynamic testing of packaged GaN-on-Si transistors to extract switching losses, an important product specification, and to understand drive circuit design requirements. Transistor turn-on times of 15 nanosecond and turn-off times of 20 nanoseconds were recorded, demonstrating very fast switching operations (see Figure 10). However, unavailability of optimized packaging for GaN-on-Si PE devices presents challenges for adoption in real-world applications and will need to be addressed. Packaged GaN-on-Si diodes were also operated with the GaN-on-Si transistors in a test circuit showing improved performance compared to the use of a SiC diode. The data shows a decrease in total switching energy losses of approximately 5% with the GaN-on-Si diode. This result suggests there can be great synergy from integrating transistors and diodes in the same fabrication process, which is much more amenable with GaN-on-Si lateral device geometries.
IV. Remaining Gaps and Challenges

The GIGA team has made significant technical progress throughout this project but further levels of performance improvements for GaN-on-Si technology remain untapped. A number of additional steps are needed to achieve the GIGA project end goal, a packaged GaN-on-Si power module (see Appendix B) suitable for integration into grid PE systems application, as illustrated in Figure 11. Remaining gaps and challenges that must be addressed before GaN-on-Si PE devices can be integrated into grid-ready products include:

- **Breakdown Voltage**: While enhancement mode (i.e., normally off) transistors were demonstrated using an innovative dual-gate technology, these transistors must be capable of operating at higher voltages such as 3.3 kV or 5 kV which is more appropriate for grid PE systems application.

- **Threshold Voltage**: Transistor threshold voltages needs to be improved substantially, from 0.5 V to >2 V (commercial products are typically around ~3 V), to ensure safe and reliable switching operations (i.e., avoid disruption under high electromagnetic interference).

- **Current Capacity**: More current needs to be extracted from the GaN-on-Si PE devices, escalating from ~20 A to 50 A or 100 A which is more appropriate for grid PE systems application. This level of current extraction has already been demonstrated in literature for GaN-on-Si devices.²⁴

- **Material Growth**: To increase breakdown voltages and enhance device performance, the GaN HEMT structure and crystal quality can be optimized and improved.

- **Device Manufacturing**: While a prototype fabrication run has been demonstrated at a high-volume integrated circuit manufacturing facility, these processes need to be expanded and optimized for the larger 200 mm foundries to ensure low cost GaN-on-Si PE devices.

• **Packaging and Integration:** To take full advantage of the superior material properties offered by GaN-on-Si, new packaging designs and materials must be developed that are optimized for the GaN-on-Si PE devices including thermal management, protection, and drive circuitry.

• **Reliability Testing and Demonstration:** The power electronics industry must be assured of the reliability and performance of high power GaN-on-Si PE devices in real-world applications. Lifetime failure testing and demonstrations are needed before widespread adoption can take place.

![Figure 11: GIGA project milestones and next steps](image)

Overcoming these challenges will open up the market for high power GaN-on-Si PE devices in systems and applications requiring greater than 1200 V operation. Opportunities include advanced PE systems such as solid-state circuit breakers, fault current limiters, solid-state transformers, high-voltage direct current (HVDC) systems, flexible AC transmission systems (FACTS), and other power flow controllers. Packaged GaN-on-Si power modules can also be utilized in energy storage, distributed energy, and renewable power applications (i.e., inverters). To take the next steps toward producing these grid-ready products, collaboration with grid PE systems manufacturers and integrators is critical to ensure that the products being developed will meet the specific needs and requirements of the grid hardware community.

In addition to the goals and objective of GIGA, significantly more work will be needed to address the broad and diverse challenges of developing and deploying next-generation PE systems, including:

• Modeling, simulation, and testing to improve the understanding of device designs and system performance

• Applied materials research and innovation to improve fundamental properties and capabilities needed for grid applications

• Systems engineering, design, and development to improve reliability, manufacturability, and costs

• Market and power system impact analysis to assess deployment opportunities and evaluate societal benefits

OE is pursuing a portfolio of activities to address the challenges of next-generation power electronics systems and is continually looking to engage in public-private partnerships to build on project successes, deliver grid-ready products, and demonstrate advanced applications.
Appendix A: Full GIGA Publications List


Appendix B: GaN HEMT Notional Datasheet

This “notional” datasheet of a 5kV, 50A module was created by the GIGA team to better describe how the accomplishments of the GIGA project can be best leveraged into a product that would be of interest to system integrators.

**GaN5KV200A**

GaN HEMT Notional Data Sheet

Gallium Nitride on Silicon Lateral Transistor  \( V_{\text{CES}} = 5000\text{V}, I_{\text{Fmax}} = 200\text{A}, I_{\text{Fav}}=50\text{A} \)

Features:

- 5000V GaN High Mobility Electron Transistor, Normally off,
- Included anti-parallel high speed GaN diode
- High speed switching, self-commutating, fast turn off and on
- 150 ° C operating temperature
- Robust packaging options: Single Switch Presspack, or Dual Switch Half Bridge Module
- Multichip packaging with internal parallel connections
- High isolation voltage
- Lowest in-class switching energy

Applications:

- Utility medium voltage solid state transformers
- Series connected utility DC-AC link converters
- Medical MIR gradient amplifiers
- Pulsed energy applications
- Electromagnetic launchers

Maximum ratings:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Conditions</th>
<th>Values</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Repetitive peak forward voltage</td>
<td>( V_{\text{CES}} )</td>
<td>( Tj=25\text{C}, Vg=0 )</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum peak drain current</td>
<td>( I_{\text{CM}} )</td>
<td>( Tj=150\text{C}, \text{pulse} )</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC drain current</td>
<td>( I_{\text{CD}} )</td>
<td>( Tj=150\text{C}, \text{RMS or DC} )</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diode forward current surge</td>
<td>( I_{\text{FM}} )</td>
<td>( Tj=150\text{C}, \text{pulse} )</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diode forward current</td>
<td>( I_{\text{f}} )</td>
<td>( Tj=150\text{C}, \text{RMS or DC} )</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{i}^2\text{t} ) for diode</td>
<td>( \text{i}^2\text{t} )</td>
<td>( T=10\ms )</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gate- source voltage</td>
<td>( V_{\text{GES}} )</td>
<td>( V_{\text{CE}}=0 )</td>
<td>+20</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isolation voltage</td>
<td>( V_{\text{ISO}} )</td>
<td>Dual pack to plate</td>
<td>9000</td>
<td>VAC 60hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Junction temperature</td>
<td>( T_j )</td>
<td>operating</td>
<td>-40 to 150</td>
<td>° C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage temperature</td>
<td>( T_{\text{STG}} )</td>
<td>storage</td>
<td>-40 to 150</td>
<td>° C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum collector dissipation</td>
<td>( P_{c} )</td>
<td>( Tc=25\text{C}, Tj&lt;150\text{C} )</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Electrical Characteristics, $T_J=25^\circ C$ unless otherwise specified:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Test conditions</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Typ</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Drain cutoff current</td>
<td>$I_{CES}$</td>
<td>$V_{GE}=0$, $V_{CE}=V_{CES}$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gate leakage current</td>
<td>$I_{GES}$</td>
<td>$V_{GE}=V_{GES}$, $V_{GS}=0$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>$\mu$A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gate-Source threshold V</td>
<td>$V_{GE(th)}$</td>
<td>$I_C=10mA$, $V_{CE}=10V$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-S Saturation V</td>
<td>$V_{CE(sat)}$</td>
<td>$I_C=I_{SD}$, $V_{GE}=15V$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input Capacitance</td>
<td>$C_{ies}$</td>
<td>$V_{GE}=0$, $V_{CE}=10V$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>pF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output Capacitance</td>
<td>$C_{oes}$</td>
<td>$V_{GE}=0$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>pF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reverse transfer capacitance</td>
<td>$C_{res}$</td>
<td>$V_{GE}=0$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>pF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inductive turn on delay</td>
<td>$T_{d(on)}$</td>
<td>$V_{CC}=2500V$, $I_C=I_{CD}$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>nS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inductive rise time</td>
<td>$T_{r}$</td>
<td>$V_{GE}=0-15V$, $R_G=30\Omega$, $L=200nH$, Inductive load</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>nS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inductive turn off delay</td>
<td>$T_{d(off)}$</td>
<td>$V_{GE}=0$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>nS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inductive fall time</td>
<td>$T_{f}$</td>
<td>$R_G=30\Omega$, $L=200nH$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>nS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turn on energy</td>
<td>$E_{on}$</td>
<td>$V_{CC}=2500V$, $I_C=I_{CD}$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1875</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$\mu$J/P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turn off energy</td>
<td>$E_{off}$</td>
<td>$V_{GE}=0$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$\mu$J/P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diode reverse recovery t</td>
<td>$t_{rr}$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>nS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diode reverse recovery Q</td>
<td>$Q_{rr}$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>nC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diode reverse recovery E</td>
<td>$E_{rr}$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$\mu$J/P</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recommended switching f</td>
<td>$f_{SW}$</td>
<td>Hard switching</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stray inductance (D1-S2)</td>
<td>$L_{SCE}$</td>
<td>terminal-chip</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>nH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead resistance</td>
<td>$R_{CE}$</td>
<td>terminal-chip</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>m$\Omega$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thermal and Mechanical Characteristics, $T_J=25^\circ C$ unless specified

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Test conditions</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Typ</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thermal resistance</td>
<td>$R_{th(J-C)\Omega}$</td>
<td>Per HEMT(4)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>$^\circ$C/W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal resistance</td>
<td>$R_{th(J-C)\Omega}$</td>
<td>Per Diode(4)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>$^\circ$C/W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contact resistance, case to sink</td>
<td>$R_{th(C-HS)}$</td>
<td>Per module, thermal grease applied</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$^\circ$C/W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clearance distance in air</td>
<td>$d_{a(t-b)}$</td>
<td>Terminal to base</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clearance distance along surface</td>
<td>$d_{s(t-b)}$</td>
<td>Terminal to base</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clearance distance in air</td>
<td>$d_{a(t-t)}$</td>
<td>Terminal to terminal</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clearance distance along surface</td>
<td>$d_{s(t-t)}$</td>
<td>Terminal to terminal</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparative tracking index</td>
<td>CTI</td>
<td></td>
<td>600</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

***$T_c$ measurement point is just under the chips***
Packaging Option A: Presspack, Dual sided cooling, Creepage and Clearance meet IEC 60077-1

Mechanical Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$F_m$ Mounting force</td>
<td>70 ± 7 kN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m$ Weight</td>
<td>2.0 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_s$ Surface creepage distance</td>
<td>56 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_a$ Air strike distance</td>
<td>28 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Packaging Option B: Dual HV Module, Isolated Base, Creepage and Clearance meet IEC 60077-1